NEW LOW-NOISE TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT FOR
ELECTROSTATIC MICROPHONES
By P. J. BAXANDALL, B.5c.(Eng.}

Amplitude-modulated R.F. Bridge Method with Many Advantages

T

HE conventional way of using an electrostatic (or
condenser) microphone is shown, in its simplest
form, in Fig. 1. The resistance R is made so large
that, even at Iow audio frequencies, insufficient cur
rent can flew into or out of the microphone capacit
ance C, during one audio cycle, to cause a significant
alteration in the stored charge Q. Since Q=CV, it
follows that if Q is kept constant, the voltage V across
the capacitance must vary when acoustic pressure
causes C to vary. With the values shown, the
response will be 3 dB down at about 30 c / s . From
the point of view of signal-to-noise ratio, however,
it is advantageous to use an even higher value of
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resistance than that dictated by the required low
frequency response.
When, in 1957, the writer first considered the prob
lem of using an electrostatic microphone with purely
transistor circuitry, it was quite obvious that the im
pedances involved in a circuit of the Fig. 1 type were
far too high for it to be practicable simply to replace
the valve by a transistor. *
However, by operating the electrostatic micro
phone element in a radio-frequency circuit, so that
its capa.::itance variations are caused to modulate an
r.f. carrier, the above-mentioned high impedances
* It is intere s t ing to reflect, however, that the notion of tran
sist orizing the Fig. 1 circuit now seems to be much morc nearly
a satisfactory practical proposition than it did in 1957. This is
because some types of silicon planar transistor are now available
which will operate satisfactorily, in very high impedance circuits,
at collector currents of a small fraction of a microamp.
Whilst the signal-ta - noise ratio ob taina ble when using such a
transistor in the Fig. 1 type of circuit would probably be rather
inferior to that given by a valve, there are :-;igns that other ampli
fying devices may in due course become available which will
overcome this limitation. One such device is the insulated-gate
field effect tr a n s i or (reL 1) and another is the insulator valve

H

(ref. 2).
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are completely avoided and a very good performance
can then be obtained with semiconductor circuits.
The general idea of using radio-frequency circuits
for electrostatic microphones is, of course, quite old,
and both frequency modulation and amplitude modu
lation have been employed.
F.m. systems have the disadvantage that random
noise f.m. on the oscillator output inevitably gives rise
to noise at the audio output terminals. S ince the
wanted f.m. is usually of quite small deviation, this
noise f.m. can prevent the overall noise performance
from being up to the highest professional standards.
In an a.m. system, however, by using a balanced
bridge circuit, random noise modulation of the oscil
lator may be prevented from reaching the audio out
put terminals, and it was mainly for this reason that
the author rejected f.m. systems right at the begin
ning and concentrated on a.m. bridge circuits-and
if a bridge was to be used, then there was everything
to be said for employing the transformer ratio arm
principle first proposed by A. D. BIumlein.
R.F. Bridge Circuit

The broad outline of the system adopted is, then,
to have :1 radio-frequency oscillator with a centre
tapped output winding, the microphone element and
a capacitor of equal value being connected in series
across this winding, forming a bridge network. An
r .f. out-of-balance voltage is then obtained between
the junction of the capacitances and the winding
centre lap, of magnitude dependent on variations in
the microphone capacitance with acoustic pressure.
This amplitude-modulated r.f. voltage is subse
quently demodulated to recover the wanted audio
signal.
In the first experiments, the centre tap of the oscil
lator winding was earthed and the bridge output was
tuned to parallel resonance by an inductor to earth
from the junction of the capacitances. This output
was fed straight to a diode detector, the bridge being
set slightly out of balance to give some carrier output
and thus ensure linear demodulation. Quite encour
aging results were obtained, though it was found im
portant to select the right type of diode if excessive
detector-circuit noise was to be avoided. Ordinary
point-contact diodes were hopelessly noisy, but
G.E.C. EW78 silicon junction diodes (now obsolete)
gave consistently good results (l0 samples tried), the
noise output then being only slightly above the ther
mal noise level.
It was soon realized, however, that by employing
a proper phase-sensitive detector and operating the
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bridge in a nominally balanced state, larger long
term drifts in the bridge balance could be tolerated
and the possibility of degradation of the noise per
formance by oscillator noise would be reduced.
It was further realized that by using series instead
of shunt tuning of the bridge output, and by employ
ing transistors as low-impedance switches in the
phase-sensitive rectifier, the output impedance could
be made low (e.g., 600 ohms), and balanced, without
the need for an audio transformer in the micro
phone. Also it was expected that the noise perform
ance would be excellent For these reasons experi
ments on circuits using diode detectors were
discontinued.
Fig. Z(a) shows the essential features of the cir
cuit finally adopted. This circuit was first success
fully demonstrated in July; 1959, and is the subject
of British Patent Application No. 6 1 18/6l.
Starting at the left-hand side, there is a single
transistvr I-Mc/s oscillator. This circuit was choslm
as being the simplest that would do the job.. It takes
about 5 mA at 6 volts, and operates in class B. By
using class C operation, ·.he efficiency could have
been improved, but an extra capacitor would have
been required in the emitter circuit-and one of the
considerations is that every component saved is a
help when it comes to building the circuit inside a
small microphone casing.
The output winding of the oscillator is bifilar,
so as to obtain very tight coupling between the two
halves and thus to ens ure that the volt ages at the
two ends will be very accurately in antiphase. The
two halves of this winding form two arms of a
bridge, the microphone and an air-dielectric trim
mer forming the other two arms.
If the bridge is slightly unbalanced, owing to a
change in microphone capacitance, a small 1 Mc/s
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sine-wave voltage will appear at the junction of the
capacitances, and will have a magnitude propor
tional to the change in microphone capacitance.
The phase of the voltage will change by 1800 as
the bridge swings through the balanced condition.
Thus, assuming the bridge to be perfectly balanced
initially, the output waveform will be that of a sup
press ed carrier radio transmission when the micro
phone is acted upon by sound waves.
A very important point is that, looking back into
the bridge output, the above modulated d. wave
form comes from a source of quite low internal
impedance, i.e., the reactance of the two capaci
tances in parallel, which is about 1,500 ohms-very
different from the values of many megohms asso
ciated with conventional circuits.
Advantages

of

Tuning

the

Bridge

Output:-By

series tuning the bridge output by means of the
i nductor shown, the impedance seen looking into
the right-hand terminal of the i nductor is made
even lower-Q times lower, in fact-but the bridge
output e.mJ. is the same as before. Now, for a
given e.mJ., the lower the internal impedance of.
the source of the e.mJ., the greater is the available
power. The fact that in this system the tuned
bridge, regarded as a source of modulated rJ. output
signal, has such a low internal impedance, is the
main reason for the excellent signal-to-noise ratio
obtainable.
Of course, if there were no resistive losses, that
is if the Q were infinite, the internal impedance of
the tuned bridge would become zero, and infinite
s ignal power would theoretically be available, at
least for very slow changes In microphone
capacitance.
In a practical microphone system the Q of the
539

series tuned circuit must not be made too high, other
wise the response of the system at high audio fre
quencies will be reduced, owing to sideband cutting,
jus t as in a radio receiver. The resistor shown in
series with the tuning inductor limits the Q to an
appropriate value, in the region of 15.*
The rest of the circuit is concerned with the
demodulating process, which is carried out by a
simple phas e-sens itive rectifier employing two
junction transistors.
These transis tors are used simply as on-off
switches, which are operated by a reference voltage
derived from the oscillator and fed in between their
bases and emitters through the transformer shown.
When a transistor is driven "on" at its base, it
becomes capable of pass ing current in either direc
tion between emitter and collector, or, in other
words, it can function as a bidirectional switch.
This is a great advantage possessed by transistors,
as compared with valves.
Thus the two transis tors, driven alternately into
conduction by the 1 Mc/s reference voltage, per-

(a)

(b)

fig. 3. Phase-sensitive-recti(ler emitter-voltage waveforms:
(a) 1.5 V d.e. applied to output terminals. (b) 20 kefs sine
wave voltage applied to output terminals.

form the same function as the two-way switch
shown in the simplified diagram of Fig. 2(b).
Consider one instant of time at which current is
flowing from left to right in the inductor of Fig.
2(b), the switch being supposed, at this instant, to
be in the position shown. Then, while this con
dition holds, the tendency will be for the top plate
of the top reservoir capacitor to be charged posi
tively. During the next half cycle current will be
flowing from right to left, but the switch will have
changed over to the lower contact, so that the ten
dency will now be to charge the lower plate of the
lower reservoir capacitor negatively, and so on.
• If the microphone
amplifier input impedance is high com
pared with the output impedance of the microphone, then the
resistor may be omitted without loss of h.f. response and with an
improvement in signal-ta-noise ratio. The d.e. input resistance of
the amplifier is likely to be almost zero, however, owing to the
input transformer, and if the damping resistor is omitted, a very
small amount of unbalance of the bridge will give a large rectified
current.
For this reason it is considered better to retain the
damping resistor even if an amplifier with a high a.c. input
impedance is used.
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Thus, all the time, the action of the circuit will be
to tend to make the top output terminal positive
with respect to the bottom one. It is easy to see
that, if the bridge is unbalanced in the opposite
direction, giving 180' difference in the phasing of
the inductor current with respect to the operation
of the switch, then the opposite polarity of d .c.
output is produced.
Some Practical Points : -Dur i ng most of the experi

mental work the circuit was exactly as shown in
Fig. 2(a). No special arrangements were made for
adjusting the phasing of the s ignal and reference
in the phase-sensitive rectifier, though a slight
phase adjustment is available by slightly detuning
the series tuned circuit.
Later on, to improve the linearity of the demcdu
lation process, the drive voltage to the base of each
of the switching trans is tors was increased by about
a factor of two, up to 3.SV r.m.s. This exceeds
the base-rn-emitter voltage rating of the transi s tors
us ed, so two miniature point-contact diodes were
added to prevent driving the bases too far positive.
Small capacitors were shunted across the base
resistors, now 4.7kD, to give a small reference-phase
correction, thus allowing the series tuned circuit to
be set exactly at series resonance. These measures
improved the linearity at the expens e of a small
loss of signal-to-noise ratio. The measured results
given later in this article were obtained with these
modifications present, but the simpler arrangement
is thought more appropriate for general us e.
It may weJI be asked why the oscillator frequency
was made 1 Mc/s, and s everal considerations were,
in fact, involved. The frequency must be high
enough to give a good noise performance and a con
veniently Iow output impedance. A high frequency
also makes rJ. filtering easier-the filter must have
negligible attenuation at the highest audio frequency
and 100 dB or so at the carrier frequency. On the
other hand, the higher the carrier frequency the
more difficult it becomes to get a really clean per
formance from the switching transis tors. One has
a natural bias towards round numbers and 1 Mc/ s
seems about a s good a choice a s can b e made.
The procedure aciopted for setting the circuit up
correctly is the following. A 0-1 mA meter is
connected across the phase-sensitive rectifier output
and the bridge is ,et slightly unbalanced to "
crive
�
'
small reading on this meter. The slug of the
tuning inductor is then adjusted for a maximum
milliammeter reading.
FinaJIy the bridge is
balanced for zero reading.
Sensitivity of Microphone Circuit:-With reference

to Fig. 2(b), the r;o-load r.f. output voltage of the
bridge is given by:-

V2 = V,
2

X

oC

(1)

C

where ;SC is the amount by which the microphone
capacitance departs from its balanced value.
With no audio load on the final output terminals,
no power can be supplied to the input of the phase
sensitive rectifier, since there i s nowhere for it to
go. Consequently V, must be such that the peak
value of the fundamental component of the square
A

wave on the switch is equal to V2, thus giving zero
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In this equation V" may be regarded as the peak
audio output e.m.f., DC being the peak value of the
capacitance variation.
Audio Output Impedance:-It is interesting to con

sider what will be the audio output impedance seen
looking back into the output terminals of the phase
sensitive rectifier. All we need to do is to determine
how much direct current flows in the output leads
as a result of appiying a direct voltage, Vdc, to the
output terminals. The ratio of the voltage to the
current will be the output impedance, at low audio
frequencies at least.
With Vdc betw.::en the two switch contacts (Fig.
2(b)), the waveform on the moving contact of the
switch will be a quare wave of peak-to-peak value
Vde• Owing to the selectivity of the d. tuned cir
cuit, only the fundamental component of this square
wave will be sigmficant in causing r.f. current to
flow in the tuned circuit, and the peak value of the
fundamental component of a square wave is 4/"
times the peak value of the square wave itself.
Thus we can calculate the current flowing in the
series tuned circuit, and the power dissipated by it
in the series loss rt'slstance. This power must be
supplied by the d.c. source connected to the output
terminals, and :here is nowhere else where the
power'supplied can be dissipated. Thus, by equat
ing Vde Idc to the power dissipated in the series loss
resistance of the tuned circuit, we may find Idc and
hence the output imredance. Doing this in detail
gives the result:_

[ZoutJ

LF

=

�

r

(3)

. ..

where [ZoutJr.]" is the output impedance at low
audio frequencies and r is the total series loss
resistance of the tuned circuit.
At higher audio frequencies things are more com
'
plicated, because the side band s are then well
separated from the frequency to which the tuned
circuit is tuned (l Mc/ s), and the current in the
tuned circuit is affected by its reactance as well as
by the series loss resistance. Allowing for this, the
total output impedance looks like a resistance of
t ".2r in series with an inductance; the reactance
of this inductance is equal to the resistance at an
audio, frequency ,equal to half the bandwidth of the
tuned circuit. The inductive c,omponent is fairly

negligible, even at 15 kc/ s, in the design adopted,
owing to the low Q of the tuned circuit.
Provided sufficien1.ly fast transistors are used in
the phase-sensitive rectifier, the measured sensi
tivity and output impedance agree quite closely with
the calculated values. Semiconductors Ltd. surface
barrier transistors, type SB240, were chosen. OC44s
were used in the earliest experiments, and whereas
these did produce results , the waveforms were far
from the simple theoretical ones which would be
produced by an ideal switch, and the output im
pedance wa s considerably lower than the calculated
value.
The photographed waveforms shown in Fig. 3
show that quite fast switching action occurs. For
these waveforms :t;.e tuned circuit was disconnected
from the input terminal of the phase-sensitive recti
fier and a high-speed oscilloscope was connected to
this input point.
The top waveform, a 1 Mc / s
square wave, was obtained with a 1.5 V dry cell
connected to the output, terminals of the phase
sensitive rectifier. For the lower waveform, the dry
cell was replaced by a 20kc / s sine wave from an
oscillator.
Low-pass Filter:-Referring to Fig. 2(a) again, it will

be seen that a low-pass filter is included between
the phase-sensitive rectifier and the outgoing
microphone line. This is to prevent r.f. currents
getting out onto �he microphone cable, and to pre
vent rJ. signals from elsewhere, picked up by the
cable for example, getting back into the microphone
circuits. This filter is very necessary, a s otherwise
objectionable heterodyne whistles could be genera
ted under some conditions. The design of the filter
is, however, very uncritical-it must have little effect
on the audio-frequency response, but must have a
very large attenuation at 1 Mc / s and above. The
cut-off frequency ha� been made 100 kc/ s, and no
close-tolerance I_omr:onents are required.
The
attenuation at 1 Mc / s is about 100 dB, which is
comfortably sufficient. The inductors were wound
on t in outside diameter ferrite toroids, and have
so few turns that they can be quickly wound by
hand, whilst the caracitors are small metallized
paper ones, the maxImum value being 0.01 ,uFo
Constructional Aspects

For the experimental work on this system, the cir
cuit was built in the manner shown in the accom
panying photograpns, no attempt being made to
produce a compact layout. All the components

Two views of the microphone with its ossociated oJcillator, p h ase - sens i t ive rectifier and
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employed can be of very small physical size, how
ever, thus permitting the final version to be built
inside a microphone casing t in diameter and 6 in
long. The smallest size of Mullard " red series "
Vinkor is very satisfactory for the oscillator coil.

separate transformer originally used for feeding the
reference voltage to the phase-sensitive rectifier has
been eliminated, an appropriate centre-tapped
winding being added to the oscillator transformer.

D. C. Supply via Signal Cable:-In the early stages
of the work, the d.c. supply for the oscillator was
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T is important to distinguish between the fre
quency response of the microphone element itself,
and the frequency response of the associated circuit.
To measure the circuit frequency response, one
wants, in effect, to cause one of the two capacitances
in the r.f. bridge to vary, at audio frequency,
uniformly throughout the audio band. This,
fortunately, is quite easy to do, by exploiting the
fact that the capacitance of a back-biased junction
diode is voltage dependent.
The circuit arrangement employed is shown in
Fig. 6. The two O.spF capacitors and the diode
form a capacitive potential divider network which
feeds an additional reactive current to the bridge
output point, the magnitude of this current being
varied at audio frequency by the changing diode
capacitance. The effect is just the same as if one of
the normal bridge capacitances was varied at audio
frequency.
The frequency response obtained in this manner
was well within ± 1 dB over the whole audio spec
trum, up to 15 kc / s, on open circuit, on short circuit
or on a 600-ohm resistive load.
It was interesting to observe that, when using a
valve amplifier with a 1 : 10 input transformer, un
loaded on the secondary side, the response was about
0.5 dB up at 10 kc / s but had returned to its low
frequency level again at 15 kc / s, whereas this same
amplifier when fed from a resistive 600 ohm source
showed no rise and was 0.5 dB down at 15 kc/so
This is due to the effect of the series inductive com-
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fig. 6. Set-up for circuit frequency-response measurement.
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ponent of the output impedance of the microphone
circuit in association with the shunt capacitance of
the transformer. If desired the microphone output
impedance could be rendered more purely resistive
by the addition of a suitable series combination of C
and R across the output terminals.
The frequency response of the complete system,
including the microphone element, for a constant
alternating pressure on the diaphragm, may be
obtained in the manner shown in Fig. 7.
The centre tap of the bridge transformer, instead
of being directly earthed, is here earthed at r.f. only,
via a capacitor. A d.c. polarizing voltage, from a
battery, is applied, and on this is superimposed an
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fig. 7. Set-up for overall frequency-response measurement.

audio ,voltage from an oscillator. The d.c. polarizing
voltage causes a force of attraction between the dia
phragm and the back electrode, and the effect of the
very much smaller audio voltage is to cause this
force to vary almost perfectly sinu soidally at the
oscillator frequency. This results in an audio output
from the microphone circuit just as if the diaphragm
were actuated by a constant acoustic alternating
pressure.
In practice it was found desirable, however, to
take one precaution, which was to add , temporarily,
a small choke (about 100 IlH) to earth at the phase
sensitive rectifier input, as shown in Fig. 7. Without
this, there was significant direct transfer of audio
frequency signals at high audio frequencies, which
gave misleading results.
Fig. 8 shows the frequency response obtained
593

using the Fig. 7 set-up. This is, of course, a rather
poor frequency response for a microphone, but the
reader will not be surprised at this on hearing that
the microphone element used for these experiments
is of pre-war vintage !
Microphone Characteristics

It is interesting to consider the main features o f
the Fig. 8 response curve. The main resonance
occurs at 7.3 kc /s, and is very under damped. There
is also evidence of a higher-frequency resonant mode
at just over 10 kc / so The gradual change in response
at lower frequencies is thought to be probably due
to a changeover from isothermal to adiabatic opera
tion of the air behind the diaphragm with rising
frequency. Most of the diaphragm stiffness in this
design appears to be provided by the air behind the
diaphragm rather than by the diaphragm tension,
so that one would expect the stiffness at low audio
frequencies to be less than that at higher frequencies
by a factor equal to the ratio of the specific heat of
air at constant pressure to that at constant volume.
This ratio is 1.4, and would give a change in response
of approximately 3 dB, which is, in fact, about what
is observed.
The response curve of Fig. 8 may be taken, with
slight reservations, to be the response curve of the
microphone as normally used. The reservations are
concerned with the fact that the method of measure
ment does not take into account diffraction effects at
high frequencies (ref. 4), where the dimensions of
the microphone element are not negligible compared
with a wavelength, nor does it take into account the
possibility of acoustical or mechanical resonances in
the microphone casing. However, in view of the
very small size of the omnidirectional element here
used, and the unobstructive nature of the wire-mesh
casing, these effects would be expected to be small.
To improve the sound quality obtainable, an
equalizer circuit was added to the microphone
amplifier to compensate for both the resonant peak
and the smooth change in level at lower frequencies.
The overall response is then level, within ± 2 dB,
up to 12 kc/so
Audibly, the main effect of adding the equaliz<C:f is
to remove the excessive sibilants on speech, leaving
the reproduction smooth and pleasant-not lacking
top, but without its previous artificial rustle and
glitter. Various recordings which have been made
with the equalized microphone, of piano, harpsi
chord, organ, brass band and choir, have led to the
belief that, for an omnidirectional microphone, the
performance leaves little if anything to be desired.
Linearity Measurements

The amplitude linearity may be investigated in a
very simple manner, because this microphone
system has a response extending down to zero fre
quency. All one has to do is to change the capacit
ance on one side of the bridge circuit by small
known amounts and measure the d.c. output by
means of a meter across the output terminals.
The result of such a measurement, with a 600ohm load on the output, is shown in Fig. 9. An
equally good characteristic was obtained with the
microphone on open circuit, but on measuring the
output current with almost zero load resistance, a
slight trace of non-linearity was observable at the
extreme limits of the curve.
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response of microphone system.

It should be emphasized that under almost all
conditions of use only an extremely small p art of
the Fig. 9 characteristic is traversed. Ordinary con
versational speech at a foot or two corresponds to
about 1 dyne / cm' alternating pressure, and this
causes, with a typical modern electrostatic micro
phone element, a capacitance change in the region
of 0.00 1 pF. Such a small capacitance change is
virtually invisible on the scale to which Fig. 9 is
plotted.
The small capacitance changes required for deter
mining the Fig. 9 characteristic were obtained by
means of a small Philips concentric (" milkcan")
trimmer. A fine pencil mark was made on the
rotor of this, a series of such marks being made on
the stator. The capacitance with the rotor mark
opposite each stator mark was then determined on
a capacitance bridge; the capacitor, thus calibrated,
was returned to the microphone circuit.
Noise Measurements

The results of some measurements made to deter
mine the noise performance of the microphone
circuit are shown in Fig. 10. For these measure
ments the microphone element was replaced by a
trimmer, so as to avoid acoustically picked up noise
and mechanical thermal noise generated within the
element. The noise (unweighted) was measured
using a low-noise valve amplifier, thermocouple and
galvanometer, over a bandwidth (determined by
sharp-cutting filters) extending from approximately
400 c / s to 15 kc / so
From the top curves in Fig. 10 it will be seen
that the noise is very dependent on the degree of
unbalancc of the bridge circuit, particularly when
the oscillator is operated with the transistor not
bottoming. This is quite reasonable, because the
effect of allowing the collector to bottom is to clamp
the tuned circuit voltage to a well-determined
amplitude once per cycle.
When there is no
bottoming, the amplitude is free to wander about
in a random manner, under the influence of tran
sistor and thermal noise, giving rise to greatly
increased " a.m. noise".
Curve B in Fig. 10 (a) has been plotted, it will
be seen, on a decibel scale, OdB representing the
noise output which would be produced if the only
source of noise were Johnson noise in the 600-ohm
resistive component of the microphone output
impedance
In Fig. 10 (b), the s ame curve has been replotted
on a different basis-the vertical quantity here is
really the extra noise voltage resulting from un
balancing the bridge. This discloses the true nature
of the effect; all that is happening is that, as the
bridge is more and more unbalanced, more and
WIRELESS WORLD, DECEMBER 1963

more noise trom the oscIllator IS let through, in
direct proportion to the degree of un balance.

f".

Phase-sensitive Rectifier Noise: - I t will be seen from

Fig. 10 that, with the bridge perfectly balanced,
there is more noise when the oscillator is bottoming
than when it is not bottoming.
Now the absence of bottoming, achieved by suit
ably increasing the oscillator emitter resistance, is
accompanied by a reduction in the oscillator output
voltage and hence in the reference voltage fed to
the phase-sensitive rectifier. It seems, therefore, that
some of the observed noise is generated by the phase
sensitive rectifier transistors and that this noise is
reduced if the reference voltage is reduced.
An independent test, in which the reference volt
age was varied by other means, also showed a reduc
tion in noise output for a decrease in reference
voltage.
At first sight, since a reduction in reference voltage
will make the switching operation slower, i.e.; less
nearly ideal, one might well expect a poorer, rather
than a better, noise performance. ,
In an entirely separate experiment, a 600-ohm
resistor was connected across the primary of the
input transformer of a low-noise audio-frequency
valve amplifier. The emitter and collector of an
SB240 transistor (as used in the phase-sensitive
rectifier) were also connected across this circuit,
provision being made for varying the d.c. bias voltage
applied, via a 4.7kf2 series resistor, between the
base and emitter.
The noise input to the amplifier with the tran
sistor biased off on its base was found to be virtu
ally just the Johnson noise from the 600-ohm
resistor. As the transistor was slowly turned on by
bringing the base' negative to the emitter, the noise
Fig. 9. VoutfSC characteristic (or microphone circuit. with 6000
load.
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output fell smoothly until, by the time a small frac
tion of a milliamp of base current was flowing, the
noise input to the amplifier corresponded to the
Johnson noise from a resistance of well under
100 ohms.
It would thus seem that the mechanism of noise
generation within the phase-sensitive rectifier can
not be explained on a simple low-frequency basis
and that it evidently operates only when the switch
ing is done at radio frequency.
A possible clue lies in the further experimental
observation that if a small d.c. e.mJ. is introduced
in series with the collector lead in the above experi
ment, tending to make the collector negative, then
the noise reaches many times the Johnson noise
level if the base is sufficiently negative to make the
transistor conduct but insufficiently negative to
bottom it-under these conditions the transistor is
simply functioning as an amplifier. It could well
be that, in the phase-sensitive rectifier, when allow
ance is made for the effect of hole-storage delay
time, a condition may be established, during a small
part of the cycle of operations, in which the tran
sistor is in an active amplifying state, with enough
negative voltage between collector and base to make
it give amplified noise output.
A good deal of further investigation would be
necessary, however, to gain a full understanding of
the mechanism involved.
Overall Noise Performance: -E ven though the noise
introduced by the phase-sensitive rectifier is not,
in its present state, completely negligible, it must,
nevertheless, be emphasized that the overall noise
performance of the system is extremely good
indeed it is potentially much better than can be
achieved using the conventional valve technique.
Some relevant points are:(a) The unweighted noise output of the present
system, over the frequency band 400 c / s to
15,000 c/s, corresponds to a s ound pressure
about 23dB above 0.0002 dynes / cm". (Ex
pressed in less scientific terms, the sound of the
author's wrist watch ticking, under sufficiently
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(b)

re)

(d)

(c)

quiet ambient conditions, can be picked up at
five feet from the microphone, using the tran
sistor microphone amplifier of Fig. 5 ! )
The microphone element used in these experi
ments is of lower sensitivity than some more
modern ones
The capacitance between the
diaphragm and the back electrode constitutes
only about half the total capacitance, and the
latter varies by less than 1 in 1 0' per dyne / cm2
A capacitance change in 3 parts in 105 per dyne/
cm" is probably more typical of modern elec
trostatic microphones, and the circuit noise
when using one of these elements in the present
circuit would be in the region of 13dB above
0.0002 dyne s / cm".
The pressure equivalent of the circuit noise
may be reduced by a further 1 2dB or so, so that
it becomes about equal to 0.0002 dyne s / cm",
by raising the bridge voltage from its present
value of about 25 V Lm. S. to 100 V Lm.s. How
ever, by this time, it is evident from reference
(5) that most of the noise output from the
system would no longer be that generated
by the electrical circuit, but would come from
the thermal agitation of the air particles be
hind the diaphragm. No significant further
improvement in noise performance is then
possible except by modification of the mechani
cal design of the microphone element. The
only beneficial modifications which are possible
are either to reduce the viscous damping resist
ance acting on the diaphragm or to increase
the area of the diaphragm. Reduction of damp
ing can only be effected without introducing a
peaky response if the diaphragm mass is corres
pondingly reduced.
A further reduction in the pressure equivalent
of the circuit noise can in theory be achieved
by raising the oscillator frequency. If the fre
quency is doubled, the bridge reactances are
halved and the tuned circuit series resistance
may be divided by four for the same band
width. Thus we obtain the same signal voltage
from a quarter of the impedance and have , an
improvement of 6dB in signal-to-noise ratio.
In practice, unless better transistors are used,
the noise performance of the phase-sensitive
rectifier may well fall off with increasing fre
quency, which will offset some of the improve
ment otherwise gained. S ince better and better
transistors are tending to become available at
lower and lower prices, however, this is not a
serious problem in the long run.
If, by the above means, the noise output caused
by mechanical thermal agitation is made well
above the Johnson noise level in the microphone
amplifier input circuit, then the noise contri
bution from the amplifier will be negligible
even though the amplifier may not have a par
ticularly good noise factor. This is a very
attractive feature of the system.

Electroacoustical Sensitivity

To express the noise level of the microphone as an
equivalent acoustical noise pressure acting on the
diaphragm, as has been done above, it is necessary
to determine the sensitivity of the microphone in
mV /dyne/ cm2•
The set-up of Fig. 7 enables the sensitivity to
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be determined in a very straightforward manner,
provided the value of the capacitance between the
microphone diaphragm and the back electrode is
known and provided the construction is such that
the electrode covers substantially the whole of the
diaphragm area. This latter requirement was satis
fied with the element used, and it was also possible
to slide the electrode block inside the outer casing,
after slackening four screws, thus withdrawing it
from the diaphragm. Quite a small movement re
duced the capacitance between diaphragm and elec
trode to a fairly negligible value and thus enabled
the remaining, inactive, part of the total microphone
capacitan ce to be determined approximately by
measurement. By subtracting this inactive capaci
tance from the total measured under normal condi
tions, the capacitance between the electrode and the
diaphragm, with normal spacing, was deduced to
be approximately 22 pF.
Referring to F ig. 7, it may be shown that : -

(4)
where : Pac = a.c. pressure on diaphragm (dynes /cm".)
V ",, a . c . audio-frequency voltage applied
(P,," will be r.m.s. if Vac is r.m.s.)
C
capacitance between diaphragm and
electrode in pF.
A electrode area in cm" .
Ppol p olarizing potential in volts.
=

=

=

=

As an alternative to determining the active capa

citance, it would be possible to determine dP / dV"ol
for constant " d.c. " output voltage from the micro
phone circuit, a small known steady air pressure
being applied to the diaphragm by means of a
close-fitting cup. This method should be capable of
good accuracy, and does not assume that the fixed
electrode covers the whole diaphragm area.
Advantages and Disa dvantages of the
New Microphone System

The system described in this article has the follow
ing advantages : (a) Relative insensitivity to damp. With the con
ventional valve circuit, as originally supplied
with the microphone element used in these ex
periments, the effect of breathing heavily into
the inside of the microphone casing was quite
drastic-a succession of loud crackles and
wheezing sounds occurred for many seconds
afterwards. On subjecting the transistor system
to the same treatment, however, there is almost
no trace of such effects.
(b) S uperior signal-to-noise ratio.
(c) Very low magnetic hum pick-up, since there is
no audio transformer in the microphone; a
balanced output is provided, however.
(d) Uses ordinary twin-core screened microphone
cable.
(e) The microphone and its amplifier may be oper
ated from a single, typically 1 2-volt, dry battery.
(f) The possibility of noises caused by valve micro
phony is eliminated .
There are, however, certain disadvantages, which
it is important not to overlook : (a) The system is more complex to build and to
adjust correctly.
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(b)

(c)

Cd)

It is desirable, to avoid degradation of signal
to-noise ratio, that the two capacitances in the
bridge should remain equal to within about
1 % under all ambient conditions and prefer
ably throughout many years of hard use;
whereas in the conventional valve system
capacitance stability is of little consequence.
For professional applications, a temperature
range of, say, O ° C to 80 ° C may have to be
coped with. The low temperature might apply
if the microphone had been out in a cold van
in winter time immediately before use, and the
high temperature if it came accidentally into
the beam of a television spot-light.
The requirement is for a temperature co
efficient of the capacitance on one side of the
bridge with respect to that on the other not
exceeding about 1 20 parts in 10" per degree
Centigrade.
This is a conservative estimate
and one might be able to allow up to 200 parts
in lOG rC in practice. It is not a particularly
stringent requirement, but must be faced up
to.
A cardioid microphone element would
probably present the greatest difficulty in this
respect, since it must employ quite low dia
phragm tension. One is helped out, however,
by the fact that quite a low d. polarizing volt
age can be used, giving only a small electro
static deformation of the diaphragm and con
sequently only a small capacitance change. A
bi-directional (figure-of-eight) element presents
less of a probl em, since its two capacitances
would be connected on opposite sides of the
bridge, giving a large measure of cancellation
of the effects of unwanted capacitance changes.
The insulation in the element should be of low
loss at radio frequency, otherwise the bridge
output will contain an appreciable quadrature
component when set as near a s possible to
balance.
Too large a quadrature component
will degrade the performance and make the
setting-up adjustments much more difficult to
carry out properly. There would appear to be
no difficulty in satisfying this requirement,
however.
If a plastic diaphragm is used the conducting
coating on the diaphragm must be reliably con
tinuous since any tendency for some small area
to become erratically detached electrically from
the main area would give rise to crackling noises.
This effect would not happen with the conven
tional method of use.

Other Work on Similar Lines
Whilst the system here described was developed quite
independently of other work in the same field
indeed in regrettable ignorance of the fact that such
work was going on-references (6) and (7) show that
a very similar train of thought and activity has been
pursued in Holland.
The paper by J. J. Zaalberg van Zelst describes
an rJ. amplitude-modulation system using valve
circuits and shows a detailed appreciation of the fac
tors influencing the noise performance of such
systems.
The much more recent paper by G. F. J. Arends
de scribes a fully engineered system, in use in the
Hilversum broadcasting studios, which has much in
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common with that de scribed above, but which
differs in the following details ; (a) A two-diode peak-rectifying phase-sensitive
rectifier is employed, with OA9 1 diodes. This
give s an unbalanced output and a small audio
transformer is normally included to convert this
to a balanced signal for feeding the cable. The
transformer also functions a s an rJ. filter, the
carrier frequency being 2 Mc/s.
Cb) The bridge outpur circuit i s untuned. With a
given element and a given rJ. polarizing voltage,
the noise performance of the circuit must, there
fore, be considerably inferior to the author's.
Nevertheless lhe overall noise performance of
the microphone is evidently very satisfactory,
and the elimination of the tuning adjustment
i s a convenient simplification.
(c) One side of the microphone element i s earthed, .
the rJ. transformer centre tap being live at rJ.
The present a u thor preferred to keep the
centre-tap earthed, thus preventing the trans
former winding capacitances from affecting the
conditions for bridge balance. It i s admittedly
convenient, mechanically, to have one side of
the microphone element earthed, however.
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